
QUESTIONS:

JOHN 5:30-47

Why do we trust the words of Jesus? Though Jesus' testimony about himself is more than enough,
in today's text Jesus offers three witnesses who corroborate his testimony. But Jesus ins't finished.
He turns the tables and begins to accuse his accusers, pointing out the ways they are misusing
and misreading the Bible.

1. Why does Jesus say in vs. 31 that if he bears witness about himself, his testimony is not true? Is Jesus
telling us that he is lying? 
It is a function of the Jewish legal system that required two adult, male witnesses for testimony to be
accepted. So Jesus isn't saying he is lying, he is saying that his testimony is inadmissible unless it is
corroborated by someone else.
 
2. The first witness Jesus cites is John the Baptist. A trusted prophet who "bore witness to the truth."
(33) Why do you think Jesus chooses John as his first witness? What "witnesses" outside of Jesus/Bible
have you found compelling?
Jesus hints that he chose John because "they sent to him" - they had investigated John and come to
trust him (Mk. 11:30-32). Also, in vs. 34, it seems Jesus picked John because he knew it would be
convincing to the Jews. Third, in 35, they were attracted by the light within/from him. 
In the second question, see if there are people whose testimony/writing/life has been compelling to
people in your group. Could be a family member, friend, prominent Christian, etc.
 
3. After stating that the third witness is the Scriptures, Jesus offers three criticisms of how they are
reading and understanding the Bible. First, in vs.39, what is the difference between searching the
Scriptures and looking for eternal life in them, vs. searching the Scriptures and looking for Jesus?
There could be a number of answers here - but be sure to emphasize that is not about mere knowledge
or possession of the Scriptures, it is about being moved by the Scriptures, growing in love for God and
and neighbour (v.42). It is not a simple "more Bible, more life."
 
4. What are some signals that we are reading the Bible only for our own interests?
a. That we treat people who disagree with us harshly.
b. That we fall into errors the Church has historically condemned.
 
5. How do we balance the importance of Scripture reading, memorization, understanding while not
abusing or misusing the text?
Well, we need to avoid both extremes - not reading the Bible at all and being completely obsessed
with the Bible (to the point that it leads us to other sins). Healthy practices include: reading the Bible
with people unlike you, reading parts of the Bible you find challenging, praying through the passages
you read.
 
6. What other questions did you have about this passage?

INTRODUCTION:

CONCLUSION:

The point of the witnesses is that John is signalling that we can trust Jesus all the way down. He
won't let us down, lie to us or mistreat us. Whereas all human relationships are destined to be
tainted with sin and disappointment, Jesus isn't like that. We can believe in him with full confiden


